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Season highlight
Team ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport’s home round
in Berlin to feature two races

Innovative
Many details improved:
the ABT Schaeffler FE02
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Historic
Electric mobility in
automotive design
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Top team performance
ABT Schae er Audi Sport
is in contention for victory
in every race

Well

equipped
The basic concept for the powertrain of the ABT Schaeﬄer FE02
remains identical to last year. For the 2016/2017 season, the
engineers focused on improving many details

ABT Schae er Audi Sport heads o on the
Formula E tour around the world with a powertrain that has been improved in many aspects.
ABT Schae er MGU01+ even the name makes
it clear that the powertrain is based on the combination of the electric motor and transmission
from the successful season two model; in ten
races the two pilots Daniel Abt and Lucas di
Grassi scored ten podium positions, three of
which were victories.

Improved details
The engineers of the exclusive technology partner,
Schae er, have focused on
further improving the torque
and drive e ciency. Moreover, the weight has been
further reduced. The transmission features three gears and

has also been further optimized in its e ciency and gearshift times.

We feel well equipped for the challenges
of the third season, says Prof. Peter Gutzmer, The Chief Technical O cer and Formula E project leader at Schae er. In its rst
season, our powertrain played an important
role in our many successes. So, it quickly became clear that we should not only continue
to focus on our proven concept, but also to
further develop all aspects of our components. I would like to thank
all the engineers who have
worked with complete commitment in parallel to our
ght for the title, so that we
test kilometers were
stay competitive and are precovered by the team in
ferably winning in the future
preparation for the season
as well. 
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Tech Talk

This is what the lines mean

Chart discussion
Success in Formula E requires perfection in every detail. This equally applies
to the work in the cockpit as to the data analysis between practice sessions.
The objective is to find the crucial hundredths
The uppermost, green curve shows the respective gear
used.

The curves displayed on the screen at first
glance look like stock charts that sometimes
rise briskly, rarely stagnate for long, but frequently drop dramatically. Yet when Daniel Abt
and Lucas di Grassi look at these charts the

Wire tapping The data from the car is read after each
practice session

stakes to them are greater than those relating to
mundane matters of money. The lines show the
steering angle, brake pressure, speed or the position of the “gas” pedal. Plotted in color on a
black background, they indicate where the two
campaigners of Team ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport
either lose or gain time. They can make the difference between victory and defeat.

40 megabytes in a race
“We glean about 40 megabytes of data
from an entire Formula E race,” says system
engineer Rui Alves. At that time, though, the
data serves only to follow up on the previous
and to prepare for the next commitment. “Far
more important are the analyses we provide
to the drivers between practice sessions,”
says Alves. For this purpose, the ABT Schaeffler FE02 is quickly connected to a network
cable at each pit stop to download the data.
The use of telemetry – in other words radio

t ransmission – is only permitted for other readings such as battery temperature.
Projecting the charts either on a laptop
screen or plotting them in a printout takes
about ten minutes. “Even a quick first glance
at the data shows if any major issues like severe over- or understeer occurred,” says Alves.
In the next step, Daniel and Lucas’s best laps
are visually superimposed – this allows the
drivers to immediately see where their teammate accelerates earlier, brakes later or drives
a different line.
“Particularly due to the short time we have
on track in Formula E, taking a look at the data
is worth a mint,” says Daniel Abt and Lucas di
Grassi confirms: “Sometimes you’re a little lost
on a new race track. That’s when a direct comparison and a “best of” from our database often
help you return to the racing line quickly.”

The blue curve shows the steering angle. The greater the
upward slope, the more the driver steers to the right, the
greater the downward slope, the larger is the steering
angle to the left.
The most important curve: It plots the speed. The greater
the upward slope, the faster the car is running.
This curve shows the electric motor’s power output. When
the curve peaks it reflects maximum output of 200 kW,
while the valleys show that energy is being recuperated.
This curve plots brake pressure. When the car is running
faster, the driver is able to make heavier use of the brake,
as more downforce is being generated and the wheels
will not lock as fast. When the driver brakes on entering a
turn, brake force decreases.
The green curve shows the position of the “gas” pedal.
On the largest part of the track, the driver runs flat-out.
When the slope of the curve hits rock bottom the driver is
coasting to save energy.
This is where brake force distribution to the two brake
circuits is depicted. Either the front or the rear one is
subjected to a greater load, depending on the direction
of the slope.
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Spectacular

statement against climate change

Eternal ice?
Formula E made
a strong and
spectacular
statement in
Greenland against
global warming

In an unparalleled event, Formula E,
Schaeffler and Lucas di Grassi have made a
strong statement against global warming.
In his Formula E car, the Brazilian turned
laps on a glacier in Greenland

“Global warming is an issue that affects us all.
The electric mobility can and will continue to
play an important role against climate change
in the future,” says Schaeffler’s CTO, Prof. Peter
Gutzmer. “We regard Formula E with its innovations and new ideas as a driving force for mobility of the future and hence we were pleased to
support this spectacular event.”
In conjunction with the Greenland government and environmental activists as well
as teaming up with other partners such the
Monegasque Prince Albert Foundation and the
University of Southampton, the event required
careful planning so that it could be implemented with the least possible input. Stunning images have attracted huge interest worldwide
with around three million visitors on YouTube
alone. The images also provided footage for a
48-minute documentary which was premiered
on the occasion of the international climate
change conference held in Marrakesh at the
same time as the ePrix.

Lucas di Grassi
Formula E vice-champion in
the ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport
team (right) together with
Formula E CEO Alejandro Agag

Unknown territory
The Formula E car is
lowered onto the glacier

A tradition
			of innovation
Hall of Fame
Success not
only in singleseater racing

ABT Sportsline – the world’s leading tuner of vehicles from the Volkswagen Group and
successful motorsport team in the DTM. Together with Schaeffler, the Allgäu-based squad
enthusiastically tackles a new motorsport challenge in Formula E

ABT Sportsline is one of the most successful
motorsport teams in Germany and Europe. Its
history in racing dates back more than 60 years
and began with initial victories scored by
Johann Abt in the 1950s. The first recorded
success took place in a dirt track race, followed
by victories and titles in touring car, sports car
and formula racing. 2009 has gone down in
the company’s history as the most successful year to date: Timo Scheider won the DTM,
Christian Abt the ADAC GT Masters in the Audi
R8 and youngster Daniel Abt was victorious in
the ADAC Formula Masters. Previously, in 2007,
Schaeffler and ABT had jointly celebrated success as well: with the logos of LuK, INA and FAG

on his A4, M
 attias Ekström won his DTM title
number two.
Founded as a smithy in 1896, the ABT company has been continually developing ever
since. Just one thing has never changed: the
family still runs the company with about 170
employees and partners in 50 countries around
the world. CEO Hans-Jürgen Abt now represents
the fourth generation at the helm. For ABT
Sportsline, the commitment in Formula E also
marks a return to the roots, as the team celebrated success in formula racing as far back
as in the early 90s – among others, with Ralf
Schumacher in the cockpit back then.

Global warming challenge
“The Greenland region is such a peaceful
place. I was shocked to see how the landscape
changes through global warming,” says Lucas
di Grassi. “This experience gives me a completely new understanding of the challenge we
face and what Formula E can contribute.”

#ProjectIce

Moments
1970
Johann Abt († 2003), father
of Hans-Jürgen and Christian
Abt, becomes European
Touring Car Champion

2007
Sporting the logos of
the S
 chaeffler Group,
Mattias Ekström
becomes DTM champion

2009
Christian Abt, Timo
Scheider and Daniel
Abt clinch three titles
in a single year

2014
ABT and Schaeffler
win the first ever
Formula E race

